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Abstract 
Cameron and Liebler proposed the problem to determine the line sets of PG(d,q) having a 
fixed number of lines in common with each spread. In this paper we generalize this problem, 
characterizing the pairs (9, 3) of line sets such that 19 n gS?l = c for all g E PGL(d + 1, q). 
We shall do this more generally in the context of rank 3 permutation groups, strongy regular 
graphs and partial geometric designs. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
In [5] Cameron and Liebler proposed the problem to determine the line sets 99 of a 
projective space with the following property: 
Each spread has the same number of lines in common with $9. 
There are several characterizations of these sets (see [5,7,4]), however, a classifica- 
tion has not yet been given. 
In this paper we generalize this question in several directions. On the one hand, we 
replace spreads by line sets in general, on the other hand we will consider more general 
structures than projective spaces, namely strongly regular graphs, rank 3 permutation 
groups and partial geometric designs. 
Our investigation will lead to the notion of cliquoids (corresponding to the sets 
considered by Cameron and Liebler) and cocliquoids (corresponding to spreads). 
In Section 2 we will give the definition of cliquoids and cocliquoids and their main 
properties. In terms of projective spaces, the results will be the following ones: 
Theorem 2.1 (a). Given a line set M in B = PG(d,q) with 1441 = a, then the number 
i of intersecting line pairs of M is bounded by 
a2k a(N - a) a2k 
N+ N r1<14-Z$-+ 
a(N - a) 
N r2, 
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where 
,-.J!f+‘-l)+l) r,=_(q+l), 
(q2 - l)(q - 1) ’ 
r2 = qd - l d-1 - 1 
q-1 
-q-2 and k=q(q+l)’ 
q-l . 
(The values of rt and r-2 are due to Lemma 3.3(b).) 
Definition 2.2. A cliquoid (resp. cocliquoid) is a set of lines where [ reaches the upper 
bound (resp. lower bound) in Theorem 2.1 (a). 
Corollary 2.3 (b). The cliquoids and cocliquoids are exactly the sets of lines C8 with 
the property: Each line of 33 intersects the same number of lines of g, and each line 
outside 39 intersects the same number of lines of a’. 
Theorem 2.4. Let Mt,Mz be two line sets of 9 which are neither empty nor the set 
of all lines. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) IMI ngM21 = f c or a constant c and all g E PGL(d + 1,q). 
(b) One of the sets Mt,Mz is a cliquoid, the other one is a cocliquoid. 
In Section 3 we will give a criterion which sets are cliquoids resp. cocliquoids. 
We will do this for partial geometric designs. In terms of projective spaces, our result 
will be 
Theorem 3.4. (a) Let f be a real-valued function on the set of points of 9 such 
that there are two constants cl, c2 with g(L) := C,,, f (p) E {c~,cz} for all lines L. 
Then the set of lines L with g(L) = c1 is a cliquoid. All cliquoids can be described 
in this way. 
(b) The cocliquoids are exactly the sets of lines such that there is the same number 
of lines through each point. 
Note that by Theorem 3.4(b), spreads are cocliquoids, and so Theorem 2.4 states 
that the line classes considered by Cameron and Liebler are exactly the cliquoids. 
Therefore, Theorem 3.4(a) is in this case a reformulation of [7, Lemma 81. 
The theory given in this paper is part of the Ph.D. thesis [8]. It is generalized to 
association schemes in another paper [9]. 
2. Strongly regular graphs 
In this section we introduce the notion of cliquoids in strongly regular graphs and 
show their main properties. 
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We consider graphs as pairs r = (V, -), where V is a set of vertices, and N is a 
symmetric subset of V x I’, the adjacency relation. If two vertices are adjacent, we 
call them also neighbours. 
A clique (resp. coclique) of a graph is a set of vertices that are mutually adjacent 
(resp. non-adjacent). 
Consider an ordering (vi , . . . , UN) of the set of vertices. Then the adjacency matrix 
of r with respect to that ordering is the N x N-matrix (aii), where aij = 1, if Ui and 
vi are adjacent, and aii = 0 otherwise. The characteristic vector of a set M of vertices 
is the vector (xl,. . . , xN), where Xi = 1, if pi E M, and Xi = 0 otherwise. 
A graph I’ is called strongly regular with parameters N, k,I,u, if the 
conditions hold: 
(a) The number of vertices of r is N. 
(b) Each vertex has exactly k neighbours. 
(c) Each pair of adjacent vertices have exactly Iz common neighbours. 
(d) Each pair of non-adjacent vertices have exactly p common neighbours. 
following 
Example. Let r be the graph whose vertices are the lines of PG(d,q), where two 
lines are adjacent if they intersect in a point. Then r is strongly regular. This graph 
yields the results given in the introduction. 
It can easily be seen that any adjacency matrix A of a strongly regular graph fulfils 
the equation 
A2=kZ+ilA+p(J-Z-A), 
where J is the all-one matrix. From this it can be seen that the adjacency matrix A has 
exactly three eigenvalues: The eigenvalue k has multiplicity one, and a corresponding 
eigenvector is the all-one-vector j. The other two eigenvalues are 
(see e.g. [3, Theorem 1.3.1. (i)]). Note that A is symmetric and hence has an 
orthonormal basis of real eigenvectors. We restrict ourselves to the case when the 
three eigenvalues are distinct. 
Theorem 2.1. Let r = (V, -) be a strongly regular graph with parameters N, k, I, u 






a(N - a) 
a(N,-a)r~<l{(x,y)~MxM Ix-y}i<$+ N 1.2, 
where r-1 and r-2 are the two eigenvalues of A different from k. 
Equality holds on one side of (a) if and only if the function f(x) := ({y E 
Mlx~y}l isconstantonMandon V\M. 
Equality holds on the left (resp. right) hand side of (a) if and only tf the char- 
acteristic vector of M is contained in the span of the all-one-vector j and the 
eigenspace of A w.r. t, r-1 (resp. r-2). 
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(d) The size of a maximal clique (resp. coclique) of r ist at most N(r2 + l)/(N + 
rz - k) (resp. -Nr&k - rl)). 
Proof. The characteristic vector v of M can be written as a sum of eigenvectors, which 
gives v = va + VI + ~2, where vo is a multiple of the all-one-vector j, and vr resp. v2 
are eigenvectors of A w.r.t. rr resp. rz. As the sum of entries of VI and v2 is zero (the 
eigenspaces must be orthogonal, hence VI, v2 are orthogonal to j), whereas the sum of 
the entries of v is equal to a, we have 00 = (a/N)j. Consequently, 
a = 101~ = 
0 
; 21A2 + Iv1 I2 + )v212 = ; + Iv112 + (v212, 
and hence Iv1 I2 + Iv2 I2 = a(N - a)/N. Furthermore, 
lI(X,Y) EM XM 1 x-Y}1 =vTAv=~v~Avj= ~+rl,vl,2+r2,v212, 
i=O 
As JzJ~~~~O, these to equalities yield (a) and (c). 
The function f(x) := ({y E A4 ( x N y}l is constant on A4 and on V \ A4 if and 
only if Au = alv + a2(j - v) for certain constants al,a2, Since Aj = kj, this is true if 
and only if A(v + ~j) = (al - a2)v + (a2 + ak)j. Setting a := a2/(a1 - a2 - k) we get 
A(v + aj) = (al - a2)(v + aj). Hence v + ~j is an eigenvector of A corresponding to the 
eigenvalue al - a2. Together with (c) we get (b). (As O<al,a2<k, the denominator 
of a can vanish only if al = k,a2 = 0, in which case Au = alv = (al - a2)v, so the 
assertion remains true.) 
If M is a clique (resp. coclique), then ((x, y) E M x M I x N ~11 = a@-- 1) 
(resp. =O). So from (a) we get the inequality 
a2k a(N - a) a2k 
N+ N r23a(a - 1) 
resp. N + 
a(N - a) 
N r1<0 , 
> 
which yields (d). ??
Remark 1. Part (d) of Theorem 2.1 is known as the Hoffmann bound (see e.g. [3]). 
Remark 2. Except of part (c), Theorem 2.1 can also be proved by a variance trick, 
analogously to the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
Theorem 2.1 motivates the following definition: 
Definition 2.2. Let r = (V, -) be a strongly regular graph. A set M $! (0, V} of 
vertices of r is called a cliquoid (resp. cocliquoid), if in Theorem 2.1(a) we have 
equality on the right (resp. left) hand side. 
Now Theorem 2.1 can be reformulated in terms of cliquoids. 
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Corollary 2.3. Let T be a strongly regular graph with adjacency matrix A. 
(a) Among all sets of vertices with constant cardinality the cliquoids (resp. co- 
cliquoids) - tf they exist - have the maximum (resp. minimum) number of 
adjacent pairs of vertices. 
(b) The cliquoids and cocliquoids are exactly the sets of vertices M for which the 
function f(x) := 1 {y E M 1 x - y} ( is constant on M and on V \ M. 
(c) The cliquoids and cocliquoids are exactly the sets of vertices M for which the 
induced graphs on M and V \ M are both regular. 
(d) The cliquoids (resp. cocliquoids) are exactly the sets of vertices M whose char- 
acteristic vectors w.r. t. A are contained in (Vz, j) (resp. (VI, j) ), where VI, V2, (j) 
are the eigenspaces of A, the eigenspace VI corresponding to the smallest eigen- 
value. 
(e) If Ml is a cliquoid and M2 is a cocliquoid, then \MI I? M2 1 = [MI ) IM2 l/l VI. 
Proof. The assertions (a),(b) and (d) follow immediately from Theorem 2.1. Assertion 
(c) follows from (b). 
Let MI be a cliquoid and M2 be a cocliquoid. By (d) the characteristisc vectors of 
Ml,M2 have the form In/i I/Nj + VI resp. IM2I/Nj + 112 with vi E vi, where N = I VI 
(cf. the proof of Theorem 2.1). Hence 
IMl nM21 =(IM11/~j+v~)T(IM21/~j+~2)= lMllM~l/N. 0 
Next, we want to give a converse of Corollary 2.3(e). Clearly not all pairs (Ml,M2) 
of vertex sets that fulfil /MI n M2 I = (MI I IM2 l/l VI are cliquoid-cocliquoid pairs. But 
we can state a more appropriate condition in terms of permutation groups. 
A rank k permutation group is a permutation group operating transitively on a set 
V such that the stabilizer of an element u E V has exactly k orbits, one of them being 
(0). That is, there are exactly k - 1 orbits of ordered pairs (VI, ~2) where VI, ~2 are 
different elements of V. If the pairs (VI, ~2) and (~2, VI ) are in the same orbit, we call 
the permutation group symmetrical. 
For a symmetrical rank 3 permutation group, there are two orbits of unordered pairs 
{v1,v2}. If we take one of these orbits as edges of a graph with vertex set V, this 
gives a strongly regular graph. 
For example, the group PGL(d + 1,q) operating on the lines of PG(d,q) is a 
rank 3 permutation group, where the two non-trivial orbits of pairs are given by 
52t = ((1,m): 11 f~ ml = 1) and s22 = {(Z,m): II n ml = 0). The graph correspond- 
ing to Q1 is the strongly regular graph that we gave as an example above. 
Theorem 2.4. Let (G, V) be a symmetrical rank 3 permutation group. Let r be one 
of the corresponding strongly regular graphs. Let M,,Mz $! (0, V} be subsets of V. 
Then the following statements are equivalent, 
(a) IMI n gM2I = c for a constant c and all g E G. 
(b) One of the sets M,,M2 is a cliquoid in r, the other one is a cocliquoid. 
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Proof. Let a := [MI ( and b := (&I. Let c (resp. q) be the number of pairs of vertices 
of 441 (resp. I&) being adjacent in r. For i E N let gi be the ratio of elements of G 




(9 E GIIM n&f21 = i>l / IGI. 
1 P_._ ab __ 
_@i = 17 /,l& = F =i IC, 
c Cv i(i - l)Qi = ok + (a@ - 1) - Mb(b - 1) - vt) N(N- 1)-Nk . 
This is because for each element u E Y the number of elements g E G with gu E A41 
is equal to IGJa/N. Hence, the number of pairs (g, o) E G x A42 with gu EMI is equal 
to IGlab/N. This gives the second equality. The third equality is obtained analogously, 
where the two orbits of pairs of vertices have to be counted separately. (For example, 
for two adjacent elements ~1, ~2 E V the number of elements g E G with {gvr , gvz} C A41 
is equal to IGlc/Nk.) 
Thus, we have 
0 < C(i - IC)2@j = C i(i - K)Qi = C i(i - l)& - (K - l)IC 
iv =--+ 
Nk 
(a(a - 1) - Mb@ - 1) - rl) _ .,(a;; W 
N(N- 1)-Nk 
= [cqN(N- 1 -k)+(a(a- 1)-c)(b(b- I)-q)Nk 
-ab(ab - N)k(N - 1 - k)]/N2k(N - 1 - k) 
=[cqN(N-l)-cb(b-l)Nk-qa(a-l)Nk 
+abk((a - l)(b - l)N + (N - ab)(N - 1 - k))]/N2k(N - 1 - k) 
=[N((N-l)[-a(a-l)k)((N-l)q-b(b-1)k) 
+abk((a-l)(b-l)N(N-l)+(N-ab)(N-l-k)(N-1) 
-(a - l)(b - 1)Nk)]/N2k(N - 1 - k)(N - 1). 
= [N((N - l)c-a(a- l)k)((N-l)q-b(b-1)k) 
+abk(a - N)(b - N)(N - 1 - k)]/N2k(N - 1 - k)(N - 1). 
Hence, 
(N-l)c-a(a-1)k (N-l)u-b(b-l)k2-k(N-1-k) 
a(N -a) ’ b(N - b) N 
with equality if and only if IMr n gk42 I = K for all g E G, i.e. if (a) holds. 
By Theorem 2.1(a) we know that 
k+(N-l)rlg(N-1)4’-a(a-l)k<k+(N-l)rz 
N a(N-a) ’ N ’ 
(*I 
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and the same inequalities hold for 9, b. As the product of the two bounds is -k(N - 
1 - k)/N, equality holds in (*) if and only if one of the factors reaches the upper 
bound and the other one reaches the lower bound, i.e. if (b) holds. This proves the 
theorem. 0 
3. Partial geometric designs 
In this section we give a characterization of cliquoids and cocliquoids in partial 
geometric designs. These structures are defined as follows: 
Definition 3.1. (a) A partial geometric design with parameters (K, R, T, A) is an in- 
cidence structure (P,B,Z), where P (resp. B) is the set of points (resp. blocks), that 
fulfils the following axioms: 
?? Two points are contained either in no block or in exactly A blocks. 
?? Each block contains exactly K points. 
?? Each point is contained in exactly R blocks. 
?? For each non-incident point-block pair (p,B) there are exactly T points of B which 
are in a common block with p. 
?? There is a non-incident point-block pair. 
The number of points of the partial geometric design is denoted by N. Furthermore, 
we set R’ := R/A. 
(b) The adjacency graph of a partial geometric design g is the graph whose set of 
vertices is the set of points of !%, where two vertices are adjacent if and only if the 
corresponding points are contained in a common block. 
Partial geometric designs have been introduced first by Bose, Bridges and Shrikhande 
(see e.g. [2]). Our definition is slightly different. A similar notion is that of a partial 
A-geometry, as introduced in [6, Section 51. 
Example 1. Let P be the set of lines of a projective space 9, and let B be the 
set of its points, where the incidence is the same as in 9 (with inclusion reversed). 
Then (P, B,Z) is a partial geometric design. (This example corresponds to our original 
example.) 
Example 2. Let P be the set of points of a classical polar space, and let B be the 
set of its maximal singular subspaces (with the natural incidence). Then (P,B,Z) is a 
partial geometric design. 
Example 3. Let P be the set of hyperplanes of an affine space, and let B be the set 
of parallel classes where the incidence is given by inclusion. Then (P,B,I) is a partial 
geometric design. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 98 be a partial geometric design with parameters (K,R, T, A). Let 
R’ := R/A. 
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(a) The number of points of 39 is equal to N = K/T ((R’ - 1 )(K - 1) + T). The 
number of blocks of g is equal to NRIK. 
(b) The adjacency graph I of W is strongly regular with parameters 
k=R’(K- I), n=K-2+(R’- l)(T- I), p = R’T. 
Proof. Let p be a point of g. We count the point-block pairs (p’,B) with p, p’ E B 
in two ways. If k is the number of points adjacent to p, we get k/l = R(K - l), i.e. 
k = R’(K - 1). Hence, r is regular. 
Let B be a block. Counting the pairs (p, p’) of points with p $ B, p’ E B for which 
p is adjacent to p’, one gets (N - K)T = K(k - (K - 1)) = K(R’ - l)(K - l), which 
gives the formula for N. 
Counting the incident point-block pairs (p, B) in two ways, one gets the formula for 
the number of blocks. So we have shown (a). 
Let p, p’ be two adjacent points. We count the number of point-block pairs (p”, B) 
where p” is adjacent to p and p’ and B is a block containing p and p”. Choosing 
p” first, we get ;lA pairs, where 1 is the number of points adjacent to p and p’. 
If we start with choosing B, we distinguish two cases: if p’ is contained in B, we 
get A(K - 2) pairs, in the other case we get (R - A)(T - 1) pairs. This yields 1 = 
(A(K-2)+(R-A)(T- l))/A=K-2+(R’- l)(T- 1). 
Now let p, p’ be two non-adjacent points. We count the number of pairs (p”, B), 
where p” is adjacent to p and p’, and B is a block containing p and p”. If p is 
the number of points adjacent to p und p’, we get p/i= RT, i.e. ZL = R’T. This 
proves (b). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let 49 be a partial geometric design with incidence matrix C (i.e. C = 
(cij) where cij = 1, if the jth block contains the ith point, and cij = 0 else.) Let I 
be the adjacency graph of &?. 
(a) A := (CC’ - RI)/A = A-‘(CCT) - R’I is the adjacency matrix of I’. 
(b) The eigenvalues of A are rl = -R’ and r-2 = K - 1 - T. 
(c) Let V2 be the eigenspace of A corresponding to the eigenvalue r2. Then (Vz, j) 
is the space spanned by the characteristc vectors of the blocks of 98 
Proof. The (i, j)-entry of CCT is equal to the number of blocks containing the points 
pi, pi. This number is equal to R, if i = j, equal to A, if pi, pj are adjacent in r, and 
equal to zero otherwise. This gives (a). 
Assertion (b) follows from Lemma 3.2(b) and the formulas before Theorem 2.1 by 
calculating. 
The space spanned by the characteristic vectors of the blocks of 549 is Im C. Hence 
for (c) we must show that Im C = (V2, j). 
If v = aj + ~1 + v2 with vi E fi, then we get from (b) and Lemma 3.2(b) that 
(R’I+A)v=a(R’+k)j+(R’+rl)vl +(R’+rz)vZ=(aR’K)j+(K- 1 -T+R’)vz. 
Hence, Im(R’Z +A) = (Vz, j). (As T <K and R’ 2 0, the coefficient of v2 vanishes only 
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if T = K, R’ = 1, which happens only in the degenerate case that each point is contained 
in each block.) From (a) follows that Im C > Im(R’Z + A) = (Vz,j). 
Now we prove the other inclusion. The characteristic vector o of a block of W 
fulfils Au = (K - 1)~ + T(j - u) by the definition of a partial geometric design. On the 
other hand, Lemma 3.2(a) yields NT/K = R’(K - 1) - (K - 1 - T), from which we get 
Aj=kj=R’(K-l)j=(NT/K+K-l-T)j. Hence,A(v-K/Nj)=(K-l-T)(u-K/Nj). 
Hence, v - K/Nj E V,, and so u E (Vz, j), which yields Im C C( Vz, j). Cl 
Theorem 3.4. Let 9 be a partial geometric design, and let Z the adjacency graph 
of g. 
(a) Let f be a real-valued function on the set of blocks such that &,, f(B) takes 
only two values when p runs through all points. Then the set of points belonging 
to one of these values is a cliquoid of Z. All cliquoids can be described in that 
way. 
(b) The cocliquoids of Z are exactly the sets of points having the same number of 
points on each block. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3(d), the cliquoids are exactly the sets of points whose character- 
istic vector is in (Vz, j). By Lemma 3.3(c) these are the vectors that can be expressed 
as a linear combination of the characteristic vectors of the blocks of g. From this 
follows (a). 
Again applying Theorem 2.3(d), we see that the cocliquoids are just the sets of 
points whose characteristic vector is in (Vi, j). As Vi is the orthogonal complement 
of (Vz, j), we see from Lemma 3.3(c) that (Vi,j) consists of all vectors u such that 
(0 - cj) TV = 0 for some constant c and all characteristic vectors w of blocks. This 
equation is equivalent to uTw = ck, which means that the point set corresponding to u 
has exactly ck points in common with each block. So we get (b). 0 
We conclude this paper with a nice application. 
Theorem 3.5. Let A~~,I& be two point sets in 9 = PG(d,q) such that there is a 
constant c with IM, n gM2/ E (0,~) f or all g E PGL(d + 1, q). Then one of the sets 
MI,I& is a linear subspace of 9’. 
For d = 2 this means that, except of the trivial cases (where A41 or M2 contains 
no, one or all points) one of the sets A4,,M2 is a line and the other set is a maximal 
arc. 
Proof. Suppose that Mt n hA42 contains a point P for some h E PGL(d + 1,q). Let 
G be the stabilizer of P in PGL(d + 1, q). Then [Mi n ghM2I = c for all g E G. The 
group G operates as a rank 3 permutation group on the points of the dual affine space 
9 \ {P}, where the orbits of the stabilizer of a point P’ are {P’}, (P,P’) \ {P,P’} 
and 9 \ (P,P’). S o we can apply Theorem 2.4. That is, Mi \ {P} or hM2 \ {P} is a 
cliquoid, and the other set is a cocliquoid in the dual affine space 9 \ {P}. 
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The dual affine space 9 \ {P} is a partial geometric design, where the points of 
the design are the points of B \ {P}, and the blocks of the design are the lines of 9 
through P (compare Example 3 after Definition 3.1). By Theorem 3.4(a), the cliquoids 
are exactly the unions of lines through P. 
Now we look at our original situation. For every PI E MI, PI E M2, there is an 
h E PGL(d + 1, q) with hP2 = PI. As shown above, either Mi is the union of lines 
through PI or M2 is the union of lines through P2. If neither Mi nor M2 is a linear 
subspace, then there are points PI, Pi E Ml, P2, Pi EMU such that (PI, Pi) $L MI and 
(P2, Pi) gM2, which is a contradiction to this statement. Hence one of Ml,M2 
be a linear subspace. 0 
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